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Not all product warranties are the same, and a 

warranty is only as good as the company that backs

it. The name Master Halco stands for excellence in

quality fencing, and we stand behind our products

with warranty protection unsurpassed in the industry. 

Industry-Leading Warranties

We offer a wide range of helpful services, from the

engineering expertise of our specifications department

to complete Internet resources, including in-depth

product information, specifications, expert fencing

advice and an online project estimator to plan, price

and bid your project.

For more information about Master Halco products

and services, call 1.888.MH.FENCE toll-free or visit

us online.

Full-Service Resources

Family of Products

At Master Halco, we offer an unparalleled range of

fencing products and solutions available through our

Designer, Lifestyle and Performance collections, each

with its own unique choice of styles, materials and

options—all with the highest standards of quality

and value in the fencing industry.

Master Halco Collections

At Your Service

Master Halco operates
from locations across
North America with 
a vast network of 
distribution centers 
supported by our 
delivery fleet.

Master Halco reserves the right to amend, withdraw or make changes to products and specifications without notice. 
Due to manufacturing variances, limitations of the printing process and variations in natural lighting, actual colors may vary. 
MH 046215 8/04. Copyright © 2004 Master Halco, Inc. All rights reserved.

EuroScape 300

Local Commitment
Since 1961, Master Halco has grown to become the

largest manufacturer and distributor of fencing materials

in the world, serving thousands of the best retailers 

and installers across the United States and Canada.

EuroScape 300 Decorative Wire fencing creates a comfortable setting

in which to relax, entertain and enjoy the pleasures of outdoor living.

(As seen in the 2003 Sunset Idea House)

Available from: 
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Configurations & Options

4" STYLE 1¾" STYLE

Heights Three heights to choose from: 4', 5' and 6'Mesh 8' wide panels, available in two styles: 4" and 1¾"

Gates Available in single and double swing, both

mesh sizes and all three heights

Shown actual size

6-Gauge 4-Gauge

Colors Brilliant White, Midnight Black,

Camel Tan and Bronze
Gauge Built to last with 6-gauge horizontal

wires and 4-gauge vertical wires

A New Solution

Our EuroScape 300 Decorative Wire provides an ideal

blend of our industry-leading chain-link and ornamental

iron with sturdy steel and wire mesh construction.

Pool Safety with Style

Our 1¾'' style is designed to meet BOCA swimming pool

code, making it a stylish solution for pool fencing. Check

your local pool enclosure code for compliance.

DecorativeWire Fence Systems

Maintenance-free

Manufactured from
galvanized steel for
corrosion protection
and polyester powder
coated for long- 
lasting beauty.

Strength

16-gauge roll-formed patented*
rails provide greater 
strength and add 
architectural 
style.

Innovation

Exclusive twin-wire
construction creates
superior joint strength,
complementing the 
rail design.

The Peace of Mind You DeserveEuroScape™ 300 Decorative Wire

Beautiful Surroundings

Your home is much more than just the place where you live. 

It’s your private sanctuary, where life is enjoyed and memories 

are made. Home is a feeling of peace and contentment, a sense 

of serenity and security. All the pleasures of home are framed 

by the fencing that embraces your yard, your house, your life. 

Beyond the safety and protection it affords, a fence is an 

integral component in defining your home and creating 

comfortable settings in which to relax, entertain and enjoy 

the best of  outdoor living. 

The Perfectly Practical Choice
Our EuroScape 300 Decorative Wire offers all the advantages

of conventional wire fencing but with innovative construction

and design quality reminiscent of ornamental iron. The result is

an elegant fencing solution for residential and light commerical

applications that blends exceptional strength and style. 

To find out more about our EuroScape 300 or any Master Halco

product, visit us online.

With its unique open mesh design, our EuroScape 300 Decorative

Wire creates an attractive and secure perimeter without obstructing

views around you. The feeling is protected yet unconfined, embraced

by fencing that blends in beautifully with its surroundings.

Choosing the style that perfectly enhances your property is easy with

the variety of configurations and options our EuroScape 300 offers.

And for long-lasting beauty, it’s backed by a 12-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY.

For the Life You Live

Much more than simply marking the boundary of your

property, the right fence should make your home more

comfortable and inviting, and make your life more

enjoyable. Master Halco’s popular Lifestyle Collection

offers a wide range of residential fencing systems

designed to suit your style and the way you live. 

One of the most functional, versatile and attractive

choices within this collection is our new EuroScape

300 Decorative Wire. You’ll find a selection of standard

heights, colors and two distinctive styles from our

extensive inventory. The perfect fencing solution to

fit your lifestyle.

*Patent pending
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